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Executive Summary 
 

This deliverable describes the methodology used to gather all necessary information on the user requirements. 
It provides a first list of requirements, giving insight into the overall concepts regarding services, functionalities 
and user experiences.  

The results of this deliverable will provide the technical partners with information on the necessary 
technological solutions they must create to give the target users a user-friendly and seamless content 
management workflow. It will directly impact the architecture design, the metadata modelling and the 
components that will eventually need to be chosen to reach the goals of the project.  

Lastly, the deliverable also gives more insight into its close connection to deliverable 2.2 User requirements – 
Analysis of business, System requirements, and provides an overview of the work that will be done to reach a 
full and complete list of requirements, including user, business and system requirements.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Deliverable 2.1 on user requirements explains the methodology used and the first steps in the entire 
requirement definition process. Before defining the user requirements necessary to map the ideal user journeys 
through the I-Media-City platform, this report will talk about the methodology used to collect the initial 
feedback from two major user groups; Archives and Researchers. This methodology deploys vision items, user 
stories, the implications attached to every user story, the feedback of the technical partners and the Technical 
Enablers of the I-Media-City platform implicated in every user story. All these will be detailed here.  

At the end, this report will put the results of this deliverable in context to deliverable 2.2 and will map out the 
work still needed to be done in preparation for that deliverable (M10) to reach a final list of requirements for the 
entire I-Media-Cities platform. Based upon the outcome of both deliverables, the technical partners responsible 
for designing and implementing the project architecture and e-environments, will then adapt and construct 
suitable solutions that encapsulate as much of the requirement needs as possible.   

2. Methodology 
 

Since the requirements are an integral and central part of any project, but especially of a highly technological 
project as I-Media-Cities, during the WP Leaders meeting following the Kick-off of the project, the Coordinator 
and the Work Package Leaders decided to collect user requirements from all project partners by applying an 
agile method.  

When deciding which method to use, the following list of questions was discussed: 

o How to translate visions / goals into concrete implementation steps?  

o How to avoid R&D “gaps” regarding goals and needs? 

o How to ensure technical feasibility of goals? 

o How to decide among technical implementation options? 

o How to ensure that cross-cutting concerns (security, privacy, usability, scalability etc.) are 
considered? 

Requirements analysis & system design are key to addressing these problems, and they require: 

o An agreed methodology, and possibly document templates / tools. 

o Rules for creation, modification, curation of respective information. 

o Linking this to issue management can be very useful. 

The methodology agreed upon by the WP Leaders is a method already in use at the technical partners’ institutes 
and works both top down as well as bottom up. The figure below is the best representation of this method. 
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Figure 1: User Requirements Definition methodology scheme 

2.1. Vision Items and User stories 
 

All project partners were asked to list their ultimate vision items, textual descriptions of what they want the 
system to be able to achieve once it will be finished and which functionalities are most desired for the entire 
platform. Once the project partners had identified descriptions of these vision items, they were asked to 
transcribe them into either epics (which can be seen as a collection of user stories) or user stories, using the 
template provided to them by the coordinator. The Coordinator also provided them with a how-to-guide, 
explaining what they needed to do. 

See Annex I for the How-to-guide on the user stories methodology  

See Annex II for the User stories template  

The creation of user stories is extremely valuable, since it forces the participants to think about their needs and 
wishes in different ways, making them consider everything from the role of the user to the goal and the benefit 
of the story. Especially since every user story in the template was expected to be defined using the following 
formula: 

As a [role], I want to [goal], so that [benefit] 
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e.g. As a system administrator, I want to find all exact duplicate video items within the archive, so that I can 
remove them 

There are many advantages to this agile methodology. When creating the user stories, the non-technical 
partners are not constrained by their understanding of the technological advancements and functionalities and, 
on the other hand, the technical partners can easily evaluate which demands are not functional or not feasible 
within the project lifetime, budget or even the technological capabilitites. Since a lot of the user stories were 
expected to contain automatic system constraints (these explain how a system works and how it must be built), 
it was decided by the Work Package Leaders to not ask the partners to specifically define constraint stories. 

The Coordinator also asked the partners, if possible,  to put themselves in the place of a selection of predefined 
users (Teenagers, artists, teachers, tourism professionals) and see if they could define certain user stories for 
these roles. The Coordinator chose these specific users to get an insight into relevant types of end-users and 
based this choice on the feedback he received from every partner during the city presentations at the Kick-off 
meeting of the project. It was left up to the project partner to decide whether or not organising focus groups 
with representatives of the research communiy or other target groups, was needed to define the user stories. 
Such focus groups are a prerequisite of deliverable 2.2 on system and technical requirements and will be 
performed by the Consortium during the second half of 2016.  

2.2. User Stories Consolidation, Technology Enablers and Components 
 

Once all participants had handed in their user stories and had given the Coordinator their feedback, it became 
apparent that several user stories or similar versions of a user stories were described by more than one project 
partner. For the sake of clarity, the Coordinator consolidated all contributions in one clear list, which became the 
working list of I-Media-Cities user stories.  Every user story also received a priority number, based upon how 
many partners had transcribed the same story. A list of priority numbers and their meaning can be found below. 

 

Priority Numbers I-Media-Cities user stories 

1 2 or less project partners have defined this user story 

3 Between 2 and 5 project partners have defined this user story  

5 Between 6 and 9 project partners have defined this user story 

7 10 or more project partners have defined this user story 

Table 1: Priority Numbers I-Media-Cities, 14 partners provided user stories 

 

Using the consolidated list of 135 user stories, the technical partners (Fraunhofer and CINECA) together with the 
Coordinator, started determining the functionality (is it useful for the project?) of every contribution and  
determine their feasibility (is it achievable?). Some stories were deemed totally or partially non-feasible, which 
meant that these would not be developed within the project. The eventual list of feasible user stories 
subsequently made up the first list of user requirements of I-Media-Cities. 57 of the 135 user stories were 
immediately considered functional as well as feasible, which meant that their incorporation in the system’s 
design has the highest priority.   
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To ensure the right adoption of the user requirements between the stage of their vision item definition and the 
eventual system components chosen for technological development, the I-Media-Cities technical team did a first 
sweep of all user stories to already link each one, deemed immediately functional, to a technology enabler. 
Technology enablers (TE) describe abstract, early-to-be-defined functionalities which are needed to address user 
stories and achieve system goals - and for that purpose, TE link back to user stories (US). A TE describes an 
abstract functionality from a "bird's eye view" - specific components (CO) then implement that abstract 
functionality. Hence, there can be (and often will be) several competing or complementary CO to one TE. 
 
Once the consolidated list of user stories was finished, it was used to help clarify the functionalities of the 
different technology enablers, needed within the platform to fulfill the overall project goals and the user 
requirements. Below, you can find a list of all the TE necessary to fulfill the user journeys that became apparent 
through the user story analysis.  

Technology Enablers of I-Media-Cities 

Authentication module Client side scripting 

User Management Data provenance support (data model) 

Unstructured Database (Content) Copyright / license / permission support (data 
model) 

(Access Control for) unstructured Database Content provider tools 

Structured database (metadata) LOD Store 

(Access Control for) structured Database Virtual exhibitor 

Copyright access control system Georeferencing tool 

Extension on the user database where it is possible to 
save queries/filters and their relation to the user 

Integration with the API of most common social 
networks or an internal notification system 

HTTP  Object detection tool 

Authorisation module Object identification tool 

Support for cartography Temporal video segmentation 

Support for displaying time events on a timeline Video motion estimation 

HTML5 Video quality estimation 

HTML5 video player  Image similarity comparison tool 

Full text Search engine Content conversion 

Table 2: Necessary technology enablers of the I-Media-Cities infrastructure with regards to the user stories deemed immediately 
functional. 

By connecting the user stories to the different technology enablers, the project technical team got a better 
understanding on the components that will need to be chosen, trained and/or developed to provide the best 
solution once the platform development will start. These components will be chosen and defined in the 
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deliverables D5.1, D5.2, D6.1, D6.2 and D8.1, which deal with the design and implementation of all parts of the 
actual system. 

See Annex III for the User Stories List, version 1, containing all consolidated user stories. 

User stories not deemed immediately functional or still needing further research on their usefulness and 
feasibility vis-à-vis the system and business requirements, will be evaluated during the further requirements 
analysis in the last few months of 2016. The results of this analysis will be added in the final user stories list, 
which will be an annex to D2.2 (M10).    

Since the technology enablers already found through a primary analysis of the consolidated user stories, they 
can be seen as both a light form of validation and a functional expansion of the original project design. As can be 
seen in the two figures below, the content and metadata flow and the initial vision of integrated architecture, 
presented in the project proposal stage, contain a vision on certain technology enablers, which were later on 
also detected in the user stories.  

 

 

Figure  1  I-Media-Cities Content and Metadata flow1 

 

Looking at the figure below, it becomes apparent that the technology enablers already fulfill a large part of their 
purpose, since they provide clarifications and functional requirements on the technology needed to connect the 
different parts of the project architecture. This will therefore become even more clear when the components 
are chosen and the architecture design is finalised in deliverable 8.1 (M12). 

 

                                                             
1 I-Media-Cities Consortium, Grant Agreement part B, p.14  
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Figure 3 Initial vision of integerated architecture2 

 

3. Use Cases  
 

After the first analysis of the consolidated user stories list and the definition of the technology enablers 
necessary to achieve the requirements deemed immediately functional, the technical partners constructed 
central use cases. Use cases are the last step in defining the user requirements of the platform and the 
technology. They include technology assumptions (existence of components, subsystems, etc.) and transcribe 
basic user flows, which can be translated into communication specifications ( system design).  

57 of the 135 user stories were considered immediately functional as well as feasible and were used to construct 
seven use cases. Separately, every use case combines user stories into a part of the entire platform architecture. 
Together, these use cases, present a first basis for the workflow of the entire project. Each use case has a 
number, a title, an authorized user role definition, a description, a list of connected technology enablers and the 
list of addressed user stories (consolidated list). 

Although each use case will be detailed further during the next stages of requirements analysis, it is apparent 
that these seven can already be considered central to the system design and development. All seven use cases 
are listed and detailed below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
2 I-Media-Cities Consortium, Grant Agreement part B, p.24 
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3.1 Central Use Cases of I-Media-Cities 
 

Number Title Roles 

1 Login Researcher, Archive, General User 
(to be defined if they need to be 
registered in the system) 

Description 

The system knows users, roles and permissions. 

Partners (researcher, archive) will have access to all the functionalities of the system; general users will have 
access only to a public content and a sub-set of functionalities; access and functionalities for other types of 
users might be limited, but will be further defined in D2.2.  

After login the system present to the user the home page containing the following functionalities: 

 My Page 

 My Queries 

 My bookmarks 

 My collections 

 

Technology Enablers: 

Authentication module, Authorization system, User Database, 
HTML, Client side scripting 

Addressed Users Stories: 

All, with the exception of the public sections 
of the IMC - e-environments 
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Number Title Roles 

2 Perform a search query using a search 
engine 

Researcher, Archive, General Users 

Description 

The system knows users, roles and permissions. 

The user may perform a search on the whole IMC catalogue (or browse it) using a search engine. Some 
possible filters are: 

 By keywords 

 By other metadata 

 By IMC predefined themes 

 By collections 

 etc. 

Refining 

 By areas (through the map) 

 By time (through the time bar) 

Technology Enablers: 

Full text Search engine, Metadata repository that allows to 
navigate among the different node/levels of the I-Media-
Cities data model, HTML, Client side scripting 

Addressed Users Stories: 

101,102, 106, 108, 109, 133, 138 
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Number Title Roles 

3 View the search results Researcher, Archive, General Users 

Description 

The search produces results that can be visualized as a list, a map or a timeline. 

Technology Enablers: 

Support for cartography, Support for displaying 
time events on a time bar, HTML5, Client side 
scripting 

Addressed Users Stories: 

104, 150, 151 

 

 

  

Number Title Roles 

4 Save a search Researcher, Archive, General Users 

Description 

The system allows the user to save the current search/query (saved on the page ”My queries” of the user 
profile). 

Technology Enablers: 

An extension of the user database where to 
save queries / filters and their relation with 
the user, HTML, Client side scripting 

Addressed Users Stories: 

103, 153, 155, 156 
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Number Title Roles 

5 View a single result Researcher, Archive, General 
Users 

Description 

When the user selects one of the results, the system opens a page with all the information pertaining to 
that result and the content itself. 

Results can be: 

 A whole video 
 A frame 
 A time segment in a video 
 A set of time segments inside a single video  

 
On this page users will find: 

 A display of the movie or of the frame;  
 A section for showing a summary of the metadata associated to the result; 
 Download button of content and metadata in Open Linked Data, if allowed by the owner 
 The possibility of bookmarking the result (used by the system also for evaluating the appreciation 

of contents). This information must be saved in the page “My Bookmarks”. 
 A map 
 A time bar for navigating the video 
 A share button 

 

Technology Enablers: 

HTML5 Video Player, Support for cartography, Support for displaying 
time events on a time bar, Copyright access control system, 
Structured and unstructured repository, Integration with the API of 
most common social networks or an internal notification system, 
Client side scripting, 

Addressed Users Stories: 

114, 115, 130, 131, 135,136,  137, 139, 
146, 150, 151, 156, 162, 163, 167, 168, 
169, 172, 177, 183, 187, 188 and 189 
partially, 194, 195, 201, 205, 209, 
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Number Title Roles 

6 Annotation and Enrichment of 
contents 

Researcher, Archive, General Users 

Description 

When the user selects one of the results and views the single item, the system has to allow: 

 The enrichment of the metadata at all levels 

 There must be the possibility to associate each item to one or more collections.  

 The annotation (to be defined better if it is required to add free text, choices from a controlled 
vocabulary, etc...). 

 The possibility to geo-referencing the content 

 The possibility to see on a map 

 The possibility to add external links and relate them with that contents 

There must be possible to find a controlled descriptive vocabulary linked to an ontology that is the same for 
every city and that can be used to tag the content 

Technology Enablers: 

Geo-referencing tool, HTML, Client side 
scripting,  Metadata repository 

Addressed Users Stories: 

110,111,112,113, 116,117, 119,121, 122, 123, 126, 127 
(just to put links), 179 partially, 180 
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Number Title Roles 

7 Create and publish collections Researcher, Archive 

Description 

A researcher or archive must have the possibility to create a collection of videos and in general of contents and 
annotation. 

This can be achieved as follow: 

 Each item, which has been annotated by the user, must be associated to one or more collections. The 
collection has to be defined a priori as a category.  

 Must be possible to search all the items belonging to one collection  

 Must be possible to number each item to define their order in the visualization area.  

 The visualization area may be a simple list of contents and annotations or a 3D virtual space where the 
contents are shown as in an exhibition and the single annotation is linked to the item. This information 
must be saved in the page “My Collections”. 

Once the collection is finalized, it must be possible to publish it in the e-environment defined in the I-Media-
Cities platform. 

Technology Enablers: 

Virtual exhibitor, HTML, Client side scripting, Structured repository 

Addressed Users Stories: 

171 partially 

 

Other use cases will be defined for D2.2 after a secondary analysis of all user stories will have been done and 
been evaluated against the system and business requirements, which will be added and researched during the 
last months of 2016. In D2.2, these first seven use cases will also be more detailed and their functionalities more 
refined. In fact, D2.2 will contain a complete list of all use cases for I-Media-Cities.  

4. Metadata Requirements 
 

One of the central parts of the entire project is the metadata model, which is vital to a successful platform and 
will be designed especially for this project. Work Package 6 will provide the specifics on the model and in order 
to get there, the technical partners together with the Coordinator and DIF (WP Leader of WP 6) will have to 
incorporate, amongst other things, the feedback received in the functional user stories.  

All of the project partners provided user stories that in some way impact the metadata model, but something 
which immediately became clear, is that the metadata needs to be linked and open. Although this was already 
predicted in the Grant Agreement (see figure 2 above, T. 6.2.4), the abundance of user stories talking about and 
impacting the metadata capabilities, proved to be a confirmation of this necessity.  
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Analysis of the different user stories provided the following list of metadata requirements for the I-Media-Cities 
metadata model. When defining and creating the metadata model, solutions for the following requirements will 
have to be planned for. D6.1 (Content metadata subsets selection and analysis of metadata schemas and 
vocabularies) will provide a full overview of the entire metadata model and will contain provisions for the 
requirements defined in the table below. The table below lists several requirements, which are part of other 
more general metadata types or functions, but which are so important in the user stories that they warrant a 
separate mention.  

This list of Metadata Requirements can still undergo some further development. The work that needs to be done 
to develop and define the final user requirements list in D2.2, might provide some further metadata 
requirements. Therefore, a final list of metadata requirements on which the metadata model of I-Media-Cities is 
based, will be added to both D2.2 and D6.1. 

 

Metadata Requirements I-Media-Cities 

1 Geolocation: Both a meaningful address as well as geographical coordinates. Standards will be 
defined in D6.1, but will include standards such as ISO3166, TGN, GeoNames, WOEID. A 
solution may also need to be researched to indicate the geolocation point of the camera at the 
point of production. This will help determine from which angle and vantage point the subject 
was filmed/photographed. 

2 Descriptive: Metadata values/tags that describe what is seen in the content, for example 
activity, famous people, people in the scene, …, but also the characteristics of the image itself, 
for example interior-exterior shot, night or day, … Descriptive metadata can belong to the 
entire item or part of it. 

3 Temporal: Both metadata on the production date, as well as metadata describing the time in 
which the action portrayed in the content takes place (coverage).  Date can also mean date 
range or a point or period of time associated with an event in the lifecycle of the content item. 

4 Intellectual Property Rights: Who is the owner of the content? Is the content public domain, 
under copyright, presumed under copyright, etc.  

5 Technical: metadata on the technical aspects of the content, such as format, length of film, 
color, etc.  

6 Contextual: This type of metadata will provide context to any part of the content. This will 
mostly happen through linking to vocabularies and context-providing websites. 

7 Source/Owner: who is the source of the content? User, Archive …. This is not the creator, but 
must be seen as the distributor of the content to I-Media-Cities.  

8 Preservation: related to the preservation management of collections and information 
resources. This kind of metadata can relate to the following : 

  Provenance: Who has had custody/ownership of the digital object?  
  Preservation activity: What has been done to preserve the digital object?  
  Rights management: What intellectual property rights must be observed? 
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9 Administrative: Metadata needed for managing and administering collections and information 
resources solutions, which for example indicate who to contact in case of any question 
regarding this item of content.   

10 Segmentation and relation: metadata solutions will have to be found to identify scenes within 
the films that are content and solutions to connect scene-identifying metadata to the film the 
scene belongs to.  

11 Unique identifiers: The Metadata model will have to contain both the unique identifiers given 
to the items at the source level and the unique identifiers within the IMC database. 

12 Urban features: solution to identify certain features which are conceptual features belonging 
to a city, such as street, building, park, etc.  

13 Creator: information on the creator, director, photographer, author of the content item.  

14 User/Contributor: information on which user has accessed/edited/generated which item of 
content. Information on this user is closely linked to his user profile 

15 Use: information on the use of a content item within the project. How many times was it 
viewed, for how long, by which user, was it edited, when was it edited, etc.  

16 Captioning / subtitles: if captions/subtitles are available in different languages, how are they 
connected to the content? 

17 Research data: If researchers want to link content items to external websites, can they simply 
add a URL address? If they want add a Word document, for instance, to the content, how can 
this document be linked to the item or part of it.  

Table 1: Metadata Requirements I-Media-Cities, version 1 

5. Work to be done and relation to D2.2 
 

While preparing for the work to construct the user requirements for the project, one issue became 
insurmountably clear to all WP Leaders. The work to be done for D2.2 User Requirements – Analysis of business 
and system requirements, as it was defined in the Grant Agreement3, would also have a profound impact on the 
user requirements and it would therefore be impossible and not desirable, to finalize the user requirement list 
for I-Media-Cities in D.2.1. The tasks that will have to be performed will influence the technological 
requirements and design and might alter the functionability of certain requirements already found during the 
first part of the user story analysis. To avoid any unneccessary double work or missed opportunities in the 
architecture design, the Coordinator decides to only finalize and add the complete requirements list, including 
the user requirements, to deliverable 2.2. This decision was made easier as it became apparent, after talking to 
the technological partner CINECA, that the planned work on the architecture design in the meantime would not 
be impacted or delayed.  

The work planned to help reach that final requirements list will consist of the following: 

                                                             
3 I-Media-Cities Consortium, Grant Agreement n°693559 Part A, p. 12 
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 Market scan / deadline month 7 

 Surveys to potential focus group participants, which are representatives of one or more target groups / 
deadline month 7 

 Focus groups and co-creation sessions / deadline month 8 

 Identification of the precise areas of research for I-Media-Cities / deadline month 8 

 Interview with project partners that are Archives / deadline month 7 

 Completion of the requirements list and consolidation of the user, business and system requirements / 
deadline month 9 

 Definition of the functional and non-functional requirements relevant for the programme / deadline 
month 9 

 Definition of the final list of technology enablers and their functionalities / deadline month 9 

 Finalize the use cases for I-Media-Cities/deadline month 9 

 Finalize the metadata requirements list/ deadline month 9   

6. Conclusion 
  

The vision items and the user stories, transcribed and defined by the project partners, already provided the WP 
Leaders a clear insight into the requirements, for which the platform will have to find answers. By consolidating 
the list, defining the technology enablers and linking those enablers to every consolidated user story, a first list 
of use cases and technological solutions, required to reach the goals of I-Media-Cities, was created. This 
represents an enormous contribution to the architecture design of the project. By prioritising the user stories, an 
added bonus was found which allowed for a better comprehension of where the partners wanted to take the 
project and where the users‘ focus would be going, once the project was finished.  

The list of metadata requirements will help the work that needs to be done further on in the project and will 
make sure that the model, especially created for I-Media-Cities will provide solutions for metadata challenges 
that might not have been considered yet. These requirements will feed directly into the modelling of the 
metadata ontology and vocabularies.  

Lastly, this deliverable lists all the work that still needs  to be done in preparation of the final requirments list of 
I-Media-Cities and the subsequent deliverable that will be published in month 10. By consolidating the work 
done in this deliverable and the work still planned for, the Consortium will have taken every choice possible to 
avoid the risk of missing opportunities, necessary functionalities and R&D choices. Above all else the resuts of 
both deliverables will provide a stable basis for any of the future work, planned for in the project.  
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Annex I. How-to-guide for user requirements 
 

Methodology for the User Requirements 
‘User Requirements’ is the collection of abilities the I-Media-Cities e-environments need to have, that allow the 
different target groups to actively use the digital content.  

We asked you to brainstorm on everything you as researchers or archives want to be able to do with the digital 
content and we want you to go wild with your ideas. In this phase of the process, we need as many ideas as 
possible. Once we have collected all the ideas, our technical partners will give feedback on which ideas are 
feasible and can be integrated into the e-environments and which, alas, must for the time being, remain a great 
concept, but cannot be made into a reality. 

Since we are a research project, we would like to apply a specific methodology to the creation of these user 
requirements and we want to ask you all to use this methodology when reporting back on your desired user 
requirements.  

General Scheme of the Methodology  
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The scheme above shows the different steps of the methodology. The yellow steps are about 
describing the ideas and requirements and the green steps are for technological partners to see 
which ideas are ‘functional’ (can be done) and which are not.  

 

What we want to ask you to do is the following : 

Step 1: Vision Items 

Write down, note your Christmas list of all the things you as a researcher or as an archive would 
want to do with the digital images. These ideas are called ‘Vision Items’.  

Let’s give you a couple of examples: 

From the point of view of the researchers: 

I am a historical researcher and I am doing research on businesses run by women in Turin in the 
1950’s. When I go to the I-Media-Cities e-environment, I expect to find all content that relates or 
might relate to my subject. I then want to watch every film, photograph, text from that list, select 
the content that interests me and save that content to my own personal workspace within the e-
environment.  

From the point of view of archives: 

I work at the Film Archive of Brussels and I want to find all the films which were enriched with user-
generated data referring to public transport. Once I get the list, I want to be able to see whether 
the user was a researcher or a member of the general public, whether or not there are other users 
that have added data to the same content and compare the two.  

Step 2: Epics / Stories 

For the purpose of this project, we do not really make a distinction between ‘Stories and ‘Epics’ (a 
collection of ‘Stories’). The most important step is defining or mapping the vision items into these 
user stories/epics.  

Every Story or Epic must be defined using the following formula: 

As a [role], I want to [goal], so that [benefit] 

If we transcribe the Vision Item examples above into several stories, we would get: 

For the researcher example:  

As a researcher, I want to find a list of all content related to businesses run by women in Turin in 
the 1950’s, so that I can view all the items on the list and save the items I want to my personal 
project work space. 
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This will allow the technical partners to define certain user requirements and decide on their 
functionality. 

Here they might for instance ascertain: 

1) There needs to be a search engine 

2) There needs to be a possibility for temporal search: Between 01/01/1950 and 31/12/1959 

3) There needs to be a possibility for a search by place: Turin 

4) There needs to be a possibility for a search by gender 

5) There needs to be a possibility for a search of keywords related to economic activities (e.g. 
business, industry, ….) 

6) There needs to be an integrated viewer for all the different content (video, photo, text)  

7) There needs to be a possibility for a login 

8) There needs to be the possibility to create a personal work space within the e-environment 
that is password protected 

9) There needs to be the possibility to save items to this work space 

10) There needs to be the possibility to create a map on this personal work space that can be 
given a title 

11) ……. 

For the archive example: 

As an archive, I want to find a list of all the films that were enriched by users with data referring to 
public transport, see how many users have generated data for every film on that list, what the 
status is of those users and clearly visualize all their generated data, so that I can compare all the 
user-generated entries for each film. 

This will lead the Technical Partners to conclude the following: 

1) There needs to be a possibility to login 

2) There needs to be a search engine 

3) There needs to be the possibility for a search on user-enriched films 

4) There needs to be the possibility for a search on keywords related to public transport 

5) There needs to be the possibility for a combined search on keywords and the enrichment 
status of films 

6) There needs to be the possibility for a search on the status of users 

7) There needs to be the possibility for a clear and orderly visualization of the search findings 
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8) …… 

There are a lot of requirements the technical partners can find from such a simple User Story. 

Please send us the following : 

1) Document with you Vision Items. You can transcribe them any way you want, but make 
sure you number them. 

2) Filled out template with the corresponding Stories. The first tab has been left open, so that 
you can fill out stories from your point of view as Researcher or Archive or for any other 
role you would like to hand in some User stories.  

 

As you can see in tab 2, 3, 4 and 5, we have also predefined some end-users for which 
we would like you to find some Stories as well.  

 

If you want to ask some potential users for their Vision Items, please do so, since the 
more ideas we get, the better the system will be. So, don’t hesitate to ask the 
teenagers, teachers, ICT professionals, … you know for feedback. 

 

To help you get started we have shared some examples of user stories on every page. 

 

To be clear: You do not need to list the possibilities that may come out of those Stories 
as was done in the examples above. 
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Annex II. User Requirements Template 
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Annex III. User Stories list, version 1 
 
Nr As a Role I want  Action So that Benefit Priority 

Number 
  

Search Capabilities 
101 As a Researcher I want  to find content through a search engine using 

one or a combination of different metadata 
values attached to the content 

So that I can view all the items on a list and 
save the ones I want on my personal 
workspace and connect this material 
to text-based research. There I can 
eventually submit a formal request 
to the archive to download/get the 
image and reproduce it in my 
publication 

7 

102 As a Researcher I want  to be able to use a search engine freely but 
also by selecting search filters 

So that a  maximum of content is covered 
and searchable, whereby every 
hit is linked to the specific shot in 
the film. 

7 

103 As a All users I want  to be able to save search queries So that I can easily see whether new content 
has been added that complies to the 
a previous search query of mine. 

5 

104 As a User I want  to find a list of topics in different formats 
(Table, tagcloud, ...) 

So that I can easily browse the contents 7 

105 As a Teacher I want  be given a tutorial through the exploration of 
a concrete research theme 

So that I can understand how to better 
exploit the potentialities of the 
archive 

3 

106 As a Teacher I want  browse the archive taking advantage of 
dedicated/geared/tailored research pathways 

So that I can save time and energies in 
declining  learning activities for my 
students 

7 

107 As a User I want  be guided in the browsing  (tutorial through 
contents) 

So that I can understand which kind of 
contents I can find in the archive 

5 
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108 As a User I want  to find all content connected to one 
geolocation point 

So that I can look up an addresse and see 
whether it has any content 
connected to it.  

7 

109 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to search user-generated data based upon 
metadata connected to the user and the user-
generated content (type, timestamp, ...) 

So that I can search for user-generated data 
provided by researchers only and 
see whether other users have 
commented or added research data 
to this data.  

5 

  
Data Enrichment  

110 As a Researcher I want  to be able to tag content So that add my research 7 
111 As a Researcher I want  to be able to tag parts of a film So that add my research to the relevant part 

of a film 
7 

112 As a Researcher I want  to be able to add all sorts of metadata to 
content or parts of the content 

So that add my research 7 

113 As a User I want  to find a controlled descriptive vocabulary 
linked to an ontology that is the same for 
every city and that can be used to tag the 
content 

So that Every user can click on the 
vocabulary items that are actually 
visible in the content and thuis 
enrich the metadata 

7 

114 As a Researcher I want  to be able to situate all content items on the 
site on a time line and add other contextual 
data to this timeline 

So that all material can be studied in its 
historical context 

7 

115 As 
an 

Archive I want  researchers to be forced to first tag, using 
predefined tags, x amount of films before they 
can start using the platform for free. 

So that we can generate metadata 
enrichment for the database.  

5 

116 As 
an 

Archive I want to be able to freely use descriptive tags 
researchers have entered into the platform, 
but not be able to use the research data freely 

So that it is clear to the users which data will 
be publically available and which not 

7 

117 As a Researcher I want  to be able to add documents or links to 
documents to content 

So that add my research 7 
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118 As a Archive I want  the metadata to be open and linked So that it can be used in other projects as 
well and be linked to other 
databases and vocabularies 

7 

119 As a Researcher I want  to add documents, links, tags, metadata, ... To 
a list of content I made and saved on my 
personal workspace 

So that I can add relevant research and 
other data to lists I created, so that I 
can find my remarks and thoughts 
easily 

3 

120 As a User I want  my research to have its own metadata So that I can easily retrieve certain 
researchdata from the list of all my 
research 

5 

121 As a Researcher I want  to be able to add documents or links to 
documents,  websites or other metadata to 
geolocation points on a map on the site 

So that to be able to view relevant 
information for that geolocation on a 
map and in a timeline 

3 

122 As a  User i want to be able to see the google street view of a 
certain geolocation point for which I have 
content 

So that I can see what a certain point looks 
like now 

5 

123 As a User I want  to be able to pinpoint the location and 
direction of the camera on a map and see this 
on Google streetview 

So that I can see the difference between the 
image as it was and the view as it is. 

3 

124 As a User I want  to take screenshots/stills from one or more 
films and add them to other documents (with 
logo and reference to the portal) 

So that I can re-use my research outside the 
project 

3 

125 As a User I want  to upload and link new content to existing 
content(texts, images, prezis/powepoints, 
interviews, video,  

So that I can add my own content 5 

126 As a Researcher I want  manually pin the location of buildings and 
places on a map 

So that I can build a dynamic digital map 
which will show me the location of 
buildings and places  

7 

127 As a User I want  to upload my own content and connect it to a 
geolocation point and other metadata 

So that My own content can be used to 
compare the current situation to the 
situation in the archival content. 

3 
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128 As a All users I want  to link (parts of ) content to other (parts of) 
content in the project 

So that connections can be made between 
the content  

3 

129 As a All users I want  to be able to edit content using editing 
software 

So that I can cut, copy, paste, create content 
and save this edited content 

7 

  Content presentation   
130 As a Researcher I want  to find detailed technical metadata for each 

film/image/record on the site, including 
original format, digitized format, video code 
(& other programs) 

So that I can evaluate how the project uses 
digital technology for providing 
access to collection 

7 

131 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to view user-generated content and data 
connected to original content 

So that I can benefit from others research 7 

132 as a teenager I want to collect types of cars, people, animals 
throughout all the content, like in Pokemon 

So that I can use some sort of gamification 
on the process of tagging 

3 

133 As a User I want  to find thematic preprocessed lists  So that I can see the potential of the site 7 
134 As a Researcher I want  to find information about the original format 

of each  film/image/record, and the copyright 
status/ownership of both originals and the 
streamed material online, including contact 
information for questions about re-use   

So that I know from which analogue (or 
digital) source the material I am 
studying has been converted, if I can 
or cannot use still images and/or 
films in presentations, teaching, own 
moving-image creations, 
publications… and who I should 
contact with such queries 

7 

135 As a Researcher I want  to see the total length of each film when it 
appears among search results 

So that I know how much research time is 
required to go through the material 

7 
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136 As a User I want  find information-windows (person, 
organization, historic events). Every 
information-window includes a list of links, 
whereby every link leads to the specific shots 
where the item of my interest is shown in the 
film 

So that the shots are easy to find in order to 
facilitate a precise and economic 
database search. Every information-
window includes a descriptive text, 
images (jpeg), documents (pdf) and 
perhaps some links to informative 
web-sites or archival sources about 
the subject. Furthermore every 
information-window includes a list of 
links, whereby every link leads to the 
specific shots where the person, 
organization or historic event of my 
interest is shown in the film. 

5 

137 As a Researcher I want  find a dynamical display next to the 
media-player that shows me all 
information (annotations and 
descriptions) 

So that I have a direct and simultaneous 
access to all information from the 
database for each shot while 
watching the film. 

5 

138 As a  Researcher I want to be able to find and click on different aerial 
maps of the city during different timeperiods  

So that I can compare the film's 
geographical point to the point on 
the corresponding map and study 
how the city planning changed after 
and before that point in time. 

5 

139 As a User I want  to see the contextual information that is 
connected to every piece of content, either 
historical, technical and on a local, national 
and international level 

So that I can review the content within its 
context 

7 

140 As a Researcher I want   to see which contents from all cities is related 
to the film/image I am viewing now 

So that I can be guided in my discovery 
process (amazon principle) 

5 

141 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to be able to see which data and metadata 
was added automatically, added by the 
archive or added by other users 

So that i can view, edit, correct and search 
the data/metadata of the text used 
in films 

7 
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142 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  for each item to know how many views it has 
had (like on YouTube) as well as which items 
are most popular with different user 
categories. 

So that I can get an idea of who is actually 
accessing the collections, and which 
parts of them 

7 

143 As 
a(n) 

any user I want 
to 

filter the available content according to their 
rights status and have a short text explainig 
me what each rights status allows me to do 
with the content 

, so that I get a better idea of what item I can 
use in what context 

7 

144 As a Researcher I want  find transcriptions and translations of all 
written and spoken film content (title, 
inter-title, written elements in the film / 
Voice-over, dialogues a.s.o.) 

So that the content is searchable (full text), 
understandable (translation) and 
therefore comparable 

3 

145 As a User I want  the content (both existing and user-
generated) to be compatible with most 
webbased video players  

So that I can share content on other 
platforms like Vimeo, Youtube, ... 

3 

146 As 
a(n) 

archivist/rese
archer 

I want 
to 

display two or more items next to each other, 
decide whether I want to see the related 
metadata or not and be able to tag or 
annotate an item while the others are still 
displayed next to it 

, so that I can easily compare and comment 
on content  

7 

147 As a User I want  find in the platform suggested contents/top 
contents seen or enjoyed by other users 

So that I can get familiar with the platform 5 

148 As 
a(n) 

any user I want 
to 

click through to external websites like 
Wikipedia or so that offer me further 
information on a specific agent, event or 
theme displayed or mentioned in an item 

, so that I can get more background 
information quickly without having 
to copy&paste and go to google  

7 

149 As a Researcher I want  to know which selection criteria have been 
employed by the contributing archives when 
adding material to the site, and who to 
contact to find information about accessing 
material not included in the project 

So that I know whether the 
films/images/records can be 
considered representative of the 
collections, and when/if not, which 
types of materials have been 
excluded (and why) - so that as a 

3 
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researcher I am aware of the gaps in 
terms of what I am looking at (and 
maybe can try to fill those gaps 
elsewhere) 

  
Website functionalities 

  
150 As a Researcher I want  a combination map/timeline So that I can build a dynamic digital map 

which will show me the location of 
buildings and places synchronically 
and diachronically 

7 

151 As a Researcher I want  different types of maps (physical map, 
economic map, metromap,...) to choose 
between 

So that I can see how the content fits in with 
different context data and see what 
the area looks like now 

3 

152 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to be able to be able to compare the timeline 
for all cities 

So that to see what was going on in other 
cities at the time certain content was 
created in and for one city 

5 

153 As a Researcher I want  to be able to collect and save/remove content 
on my personal workspace and choose to put 
them in a list or not 

So that I can login and find my previous 
research within the project 

7 

154 as a User i want to be able to copy certain patterns on the 
clothes  

So that I can copy that pattern onto my own 
fabric 

1 

155 As a Researcher I want  to create and save a list of content on my 
personal workspace that can be named and 
edited 

So that i can create lists for different 
research subjects and edit these 
lists.  

7 

156 As a User I want  to be able to make and share lists of content  So that other people can comment and view 
these lists 

5 

157 As a Researcher I want  to know which items have recently been 
added to the site since my last visit/after a 
certain date 

So that I can see if anything new that is 
within my area of interest has 
appeared since my last visit 

3 
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158 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to be able to cut scenes / screengrabs out of 
films, save these and add my metadata and 
data to this edited content 

So that I can pinpoint certain parts of 
content relevant for my research 

7 

159 As a Researcher I want  find a non-public „note field“ as a 
working-aid to mark unresolved questions 
and note first assumption 

So that after further research and 
clarification it’s then easy to find 
all shots with open issues. 

3 

160 As a Researcher I want  find a public „note field“ to formulate 
questions and to mark unidentified items 
like „unidentified places“, „unidentified 
persons“, „unidentified historic events“, 
„unidentified organization“ 

So that I can poste them on the I-Media-
Cities Homepage and ask the crowd 
for help. 

3 

161 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  know which (if any) parts used in or provided 
by the project are open source  

So that I can use/recommend to others 
relevant technology developed in 
the project  

3 

162 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to export content or edited content with all or 
a selection of the metadata connected 

So that to save it and re-use it somewhere 
else 

7 

163 as a researcher I want to be able to choose who and when I want to 
share which part of my research with through 
sending a link to the research to this person.  

  I can ask for feedback from my peers 
and promotor. Even if they have no 
account on the platform 

5 

164 as a  researcher I want to be able to choose whether a  piece of 
research I have has an embargo when I wnat 
to share it with someone 

So that I can decide when somebody can 
actually be able to see my research. 

3 

165 As a Researchers  I want  to be able to save my work in IMC So that I can easily find it when I login the 
next time 

7 

166 As a Researchers  I want  the system to do automatic saves  So that my work is not completely lost if the 
system fails or I accidently log ou. 

1 

167 As a Archive  I want  to be able to have a tool that can provide 
open linked metadata from I-Media-Cities to 
other projects for them to use 

So that To stimulate the reuse of out 
metdata and connected content 

5 

168 As a All users I want  to be able to share a link to existing or user-
generated data/metadata/lists on social 

So that I can show other people this content 5 
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media and through email 

169 As a User I want  to be able to find contact information for the 
archive connected to every film or user-
generated data in the platform 

So that I can contact them with all sorts of 
questions 

5 

170 As a Tourism 
professional 

I want  an app that can be preprogrammed with 
specific content for tourists 

So that I can give tourists a login for the 
general app that can be bought and 
which shows only relative content 

7 

171 As a Tourism 
professional 

I want  to be able to select content related to a tour I 
am going to give and embed this content in a 
dedicated app/website 

So that I can plan out my tour and choose 
which content to show attached to 
certain points of my tour. 

3 

172 As a Teacher I want  to be able to show content outside of the 
platform 

So that I can use content in classes and 
lessons 

7 

173 As a Teacher I want  to be able to have my students do research on 
content without them having to have their 
own login 

So that I can assign films to be researched to 
non-registered users 

1 

174 As a Researcher I want  to view films in a video player with functions 
that at a minimum equals those on a YouTube 
Player 

So that I can (for instance) open films in a 
separate window; choose between 
different resolutions depending on 
where I am accessing the film; see 
both the total time of the film, how 
long time I have watched and how 
long time remains; can easily capture 
screen shots for personal use. 

7 

175 As a Teacher I want  have the possibility to generate personalized 
content sheets  

So that I can use the platform as an active 
educational tool 

1 

176 As a Teacher I want  have the possibility to export my user-
generated content sheet (in pdf, ppt, doc, 
etc.) 

So that I can save it in my pc , work on a 
printed edition, combine it with 
other external contents, etc. 

1 

177 As a User I want  to have an attractive and interactive platform 
that presents the content in a nice and 
userfriendly way 

So that Users can discover the content and 
play with it 

7 
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178 As a User I want  to be able to see content on my smartphone 
in an augmented reality feature where I can 
see links to relevant content when I point my 
smartphone to certain reference points 

So that I can see what content is available 
for certain geolocation points and 
see the content when I am near the 
geolocation point and point my 
camera to it.  

3 

179 As a User I want  have the possibility to consult a number of 
extra content (external links, texts, comments, 
etc.) related to the original content (user 
generated and/or included in the data sets) 

So that I can easily set up an in depth 
analysis 

5 

180 As a User I want  To be able to click on external links on the 
website and open them in a new screen 

So that I don't constantely have to go back 
to IMC 

1 

181 As a User I want  to go to a geographical point, look at it on my 
smartphone and see content connected to the 
same geographical point as an overlay through 
augmented reality 

So that I can see what the geographical 
point used to look like in history or 
which information can be found for 
this geolocation 

5 

182 As a Teacher I want  find selected  and 'ready to use", time 
scheduled educational resources on specific 
themes   

So that I can use them with students in a 10 
hours  workshop/webquest :  TITLE, 
proposal for educational activity, 
dowloadable work sheets for 
students,  specific references to 
related films or images  

3 

183 As a Researchers  I want  to be able to share other user-generated 
data/metadata or links to them via email or in 
documents 

So that I can reference other research  5 

184 As a User I want  to find on-line tutorials to guide 
teachers/researchers/end users in using the 
specific resources/activities offered by the 
portal  

So that I know what to do 3 

185 As a User I want  high legibility fonts, zooming options and 
contrast 

So that the site is accessible for all 5 

186 As a User I want  to be able to subscribe in thematic email lists So that EU users/researchers can contact or 
interact with each other or with 
experts in specific fields of research 

3 
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187 As a User I want  save the archive contents in a personal 
cloud/repository 

So that I can have my personal selection of 
data/infos accessible from different 
computers 

1 

188 As a Professional  I want  to find and buy content for external usage So that gain access to content for re-use and 
information on prices and payments 

3 

189 As a User I want  extract/save the platform contents in the 
most common file formats 

So that I can easily combine them or use 
them in other applications 

3 

190 As a User I want  to insert recorded sounds and dialogues  So that they can be used for silent films or 
for workshops on soundtrack (see 
http://www.watchthatsound.nl/engl
ish )  

1 

191 As a User I want  the archive to remember about my search 
history 

So that I can easily recognize which content I 
already browsed 

3 

192 As a Researcher I want  find an statistic tool that allows me to 
configure spatial and temporal aspects in 
a personal set-up 

So that this tool supports me to detect 
the variety of significant 
landmarks and little-known 
spaces in different cities during a 
specific time period (absolute 
numbers, percentage values, 
diagrams). 

1 

193 As 
a(n) 

tourist 
walking 
through a city 

I want 
to 

automatically get suggestions for items 
related to places near  the spot where I am at 
a particular moment on my mobile device 

, so that do not have to search for probable 
hits by myself 

5 

194 As a Researcher I want  find a media-player that allows me to play 
the film (very) fast for-ward and back-
ward and to scrawl within the timeline 

So that I can get a quick overview of the 
material. 

5 

195 As a Researcher I want  find a media-player that allows me to stop the 
video (single frame) and set a specific begin 
and end point to select a certain part of the 
content 

So that I can have a closer look and save 
relevant parts 

7 
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196 As a Researcher I want  to find a media player that allows me to 
enlarge the film fullscreen or zoom in on the 
content 

So that I can see the content better 5 

197 As a Researcher I want  find a media-player that allows me to 
select a choice of different film speeds 
(frame rate) ranging from slow (6 frames-
per-second or fps) to fast (36 fps) 

So that I can play the film in the original 
frame rate. 

3 

198 As a Researcher I want  find a media-player that shows me a 
correct and exact time code (hours: 
minutes: seconds: frame (HH:MM:SS:FF)) 

So that I can quote the sequences of my 
interest. 

5 

199 As a User I want  to choose subtitles for captions or dialogues 
from a list of languages 

So that I can understand what the films are 
about 

5 

200 As a User I want  to find a voice over/ audiodescriptions  So that visually impaired users  can use the 
site as well (multiple languages?) 

5 

201 As a User I want  to visualise materials on a timeline, on a map, 
on a list by themes/visions   

So that I can see their presentation and 
context more clearly 

7 

202 As a User I want  express the rate of appreciation of the 
contents I browse in the archive (1 to 5 scale, 
giving marks/comments, etc.) 

So that I can share with others the way I 
used the plaform 

1 

203 As a User I want  to copy the links to specific 
videos/sequences/images from the platform 
and when I paste them they go straight to the 
requested contents 

So that I can insert them in hypertexts such 
as e-books, web pages, pdf, etc… 

3 

204 As a User I want  embed content hosted on the IMC server on 
other websites, where copyright allows 

So that I can enrich my blog, my Virtual 
exhibtion, my website… with it 

7 

205 As a User I want  identify downloadable content by a logo  So that I know which films I can download 
and which I cannot 

5 

206 As a User I want  to export documents to other platforms 
(apps/websites..) without the need of specific 
software 

So that I can easily reuse this content 
somewhere else 

1 
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207 As a User I want  browse the archive using my mobile phone So that I can use it when I am in the city (and 
not only from my personal 
computer) and use it also in an 
offline mode. I can also take pictures 
and upload them on the platform via 
Facebook, Instagram, etc. 

3 

208 As a User I want  to be able to fill out a request form to ask for 
permission or prices to be able to download 
certain content 

So that I can directly via the platform ask 
archives what I need to do to be able 
to download this content 

5 

209 As a User I want  select and download single documents/files 
from the archive 

So that I can postproduct, modify, integrate 
and generate new contents to be 
posted on social networks (snapchat, 
twitter, etc.)   

5 

210 As a User I want  to insert a musical score for silent films and 
save it as a separate document  

So that it can be used for school workshops, 
music professionals, ...  

1 

211 As a Researcher I want  to listen to film sound and music, seperate of 
the image/film and together with it 

So that I can analyse which kinds of music 
and which kinds of voices are used 
for which kinds of city 
representations and stories 
diachronically, synchronically and 
cross-culturally. 

1 

  
Admin capabilities 

212 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to be able to access information about the 
usage (from different user groups) of I-Media-
Cities: where, when and how do they visit the 
site? Which films are popular? How do 
audiences navigate through the site? Which 
films/images are shared on (which) social 
media and in which contexts? 

So that I can see if the hypothesis that films 
from a particular city is only of 
interest to local audiences is true or 
false, and analyse the outcome of 
project dissemination efforts. 

1 

213 As 
an 

Archive I want to be able to get an idea on which research 
themes used in other archives are not ever 
used or found in my content.  

So that I can start to begin to form an 
opinion on what type of metadata or 
content is missing. 

1 
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214 As a Archive I want  to be able to decide whether content can be 
shared, downloaded, edited 

So that there is no breach of any IPR rules 
for the content 

7 

215 As a Archives I want  users to register before receiving a login So that I know who is accessing my content 5 
216 As 

a(n) 
Film Archivist I want 

to 
find a sistem to sistematized a collaborative 
data erichment 

, so that our film collections will be a better 
documents for others researchers 

5 

217 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to be able to see whether or not a certain 
image I have is already available in the IMC 
database 

So that I can see whether or not I have to 
still upload content in the database 
and avoid doubles 

1 

218 As a Archive I want  to be able to approve user-generated content 
before it becomes visible on site 

So that I can review the user-generated data  7 

219 As a Archive I want  to be able to edit user-generated content So that I can remove it or curate it on the 
site 

7 

220 As a Archives I want  to be able to decide which user receives which 
access to which content 

So that I can give researchers more access to 
more content than other users 

7 

221 As 
an 

archive I want  to be able to export all metadata and a link to 
the digital item in EDM or a similar standard 
format 

So that I can make availble my content with 
its enriched metadata on my own 
institutional website or share it with 
other platforms 

5 

222 As 
an 

archive I want  select which metadata fields I want to export So that I do not need to export data that I 
don't want to include in other 
websites 

5 

223 As 
an 

archive I want  know the contact details (email) of users 
(research or private) that comment on or tag 
my films 

So that I can get in touch with them if I want 
to 

7 

  
Automatic tools 

224 As a Archives I want  to be able to get automatic speech-to-text 
annotation tool of my films and be able to edit 
these annotations 

So that i can view, edit and search the 
transcription of the text used in films 

5 

225 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to have automatic identification feature of 
historical buildings in content 

So that the system can tell me which shots 
contain famous buildings, which can 
be reviewed by different users 

3 
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226 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  all new content that is added to be 
automatically analysed by the tools available, 
even the user-generated content 

So that This is always done first and I know it 
has already been done 

7 

227 As 
a(n) 

any user I want 
to 

to have an automatic translation tool available 
that help me understand the metadata of 
archives providing institutions in languages I 
don't speak 

, so that I can get a quick overview of the 
content of a video or other object 

3 

228 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to have automatic facial recognition feature to 
recognize famous people 

So that the system can tell me which famous 
people it recognised, which can then 
be reviewed by different users 

3 

229 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to have automatic identification feature for 
aerial shots 

So that the aerial shot or photograph can be 
matched to an aerial map for the 
same period and city 

1 

230 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to have automatic identification of 
transportation devices by make and model 

So that the system can tell me which 
transportation device it recognised, 
which can then be reviewed by 
different users 

1 

231 As a Researcher  I want  to have automatic recognition of different 
types of transportation devices 

So that I can choose all content, parts of 
content where one type of 
transportation is featured and 
identify the make and model of it 

3 

232 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to have an automatic text-searching feature So that I can find relevant information in any 
type of text that is added and/or 
stored in the database 

5 

233 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to have an automatic analysis feature that 
allows metadata to be extracted from digital 
images 

So that I can look for dates that are stored in 
a digital image of a news^paper 

7 

234 As a Researcher / 
Archive 

I want  to have an automatic annotation feature that 
tags visual identificators 

So that So that I can search for content using 
secondary visual identifiers, such as 
clouds, streets, windows, ... 

7 
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235 As a Archive I want  tools for automatic indexation of films added 
to the platform 

So that all films that are uploaded to the 
platform can be automatically 
annotated and these annotations 
can be reviewed and added to the 
metadata  

7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


